


In each question below, some words printed in bold type are 

given. These are numbered (a), (b), (c), and (d). One of these 

words printed in bold might either be wrongly spelt or 

inappropriate in the context of the sentence. Find out the word 

that is inappropriate or wrongly spelt, if any. The number of 

words is your answer. If the words printed in bold are correctly 

spelt and appropriate in the context of the sentence then mark 

(e) i.e. 'No error', as your answer.



Family-controlled companies surpass their peers because they 

focus on resilience, not short term results. During economic 

booms, this approach leads them to forego some opportunities, 

but it puts them in a position of strength during downturns, 

when they shine .

1. Surpass

2. Peers

3. Resilience

4. Forego

5. All are correct. 

Solution :  it should be ‘forgo’ which means to abandon. 



Meanwhile, a spate of new magazines, conferences, and 

websites were jockying to serve an unprecedented 

appetite for management ideas.

1. Spate

2. Jockying

3. Unprecedented

4. Appetite

5. All are correct. 

Solution :   it should be ‘jockeying’. 



Not only has the editorship never reverted to faculty hands, 

but the entire faculty editorial advisory board was disbanded

and in 1994 HBR was established as a wholly owned 

subsidairy of Harvard University

1. Editorship

2. Reverted

3. Disbanded

4. Subsidairy

5. All are correct. 

Solution :  ‘subsidiary’ which means secondary. 



Associated with the successes- and perhaps the exccesses-

of the previous generation, it didn't seem to speak to the new 

one. In the midst of a business world being overturned by 

web based enterprises, it seemed strictly “old economy” –

the preferred reading of the sitting duck incumbent.

1. Successes

2. Exccesses

3. Overturned

4. Incumbent.

5. All are correct. 

Solution :   it should be ‘excesses’ which means plenty.



The new operating system continually assesses the business, the 

industry, and the organization, and reacts with greater agility, 

speed, and creativity than the existing one. It complements rather 

than overburdens the traditional hierarechy, thus freeing the latter 

to do what it's optimized to do.

1. Continually

2. Assesses

3. Complements

4. Hierarechy

5. All are correct. 

Solution :   it should be ‘hierarchy’ which means ranks



To find a villian outside oneself for one's spiritual and 

psychological afflictions is another manner of denying 

responsibility and finding excuses and pretexts for one's 

acts.

1. afflictions                    

2. denying

3. villian

4. pretexts

5. No error

Solution :  'villian' should be replaced with 'villain'. 



In the lab, we use our propreitary KAALINK prototype to 

capture particulate matter emitted from direct and ambient 

sources.

1. Emitted

2. Propreitary

3. Ambient

4. Particulate

5. No error

Solution :  'propreitary' should be replaced with 'proprietary'.



He illustrates the plight of the artist in America, an opposition of 

deft embelishment on the one hand and rigid and 

uncomprehending censure and censoriousness on the other hand.

1. plight                

2. Censure

3. censoriousness

4. embelishment

5. No error

Solution :   'embelishment' should be replaced with  

'embellishment'.



Standing in the fifth most polluted city in the world, where 

a passing bus's exhaust is more to make you change your 

shirt midday, he thought there had to be something that 

could be done with all that soot being released into the air.

1. Soot

2. Polluted

3. More

4. Exhaust

5. No error

Solution :    'more' should be replaced with 'enough'



In his own mind there lingered elements of the irrational, 

unknowns and inexplicable which remained to the end 

obscurely.

1. Lingered

2. Obscure

3. Inexplicable

4. Irrational

5. No error

Solution :    no error



Sharma's solution was a device called Kaalink, a 

cylinderical metal unit that retrofits the exhaust pipe of 

vehicles to capture soot before it reaches the air.

1. Vehicles

2. Retrofits

3. Cylinderical

4. Both (1) and (3)

5. No error

Solution :     'cylinderical' should be replaced with 

'cylindrical'.



Arguably the book is not so much symbollical as it is a 

study of how people compulsively symbolize the realities 

around them, and then act on the assumption that their 

symbolic interpretations are identical with those realities.

1. Compulsively

2. Interpretations

3. Symbollical

4. Assumption

5. No error

Solution :     'symbollical' should be replaced with 

'symbolical'.



Operating at full scale requires the coperation of major 

companies who agree to affix the device to their vehicles, 

trucks, cranes, and another types of engines.

1. Affix

2. Coperation

3. Another

4. Both (2) and (3)

5. No error

Solution :      'coperation' should be replaced with 

'cooperation'. And 'another' should be replaced with 

'other'



He achieves a sympathy for his congregation that more 

upright and irrapproachable proselytizers like the 

Reverend Wilson do not appear to achieve.

1. Irrapproachable

2. Proselytizers

3. Reverend

4. Achieve

5. No error

Solution :     'irrapproachable' should be replaced with 

'irreproachable'.



All his works have a speculative strain and he frequently 

conjuctures on the consequence of sin and its attendent

suffering on human personality.

1. Conjuctures

2. Speculative

3. Attendent

4. Both (1) and (3)

5. No error

Solution : 'conjucture' should be replaced with 'conjecture' 

and 'attendent' should be replaced by 'attendant'.
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